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                                About Me
                                Some years back, I was sucked into the labyrinth of Indian Matrimonial laws and a false 498a in particular. To be fair, before it hit me, it was difficult for me to fathom the wide spread misuse of dowry laws and specially 498a in India.
                                CONSULTATION                            

                            
                                Contact Info
                                	362, II Floor, Kohat Enclave, Pitampura, Delhi 110034
	+91-8010850498, +91-9990855750
	info@shoneekapoor.com
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							Welcome To shoneekapoor.com 
							
Nature has made up her mind that what cannot defend itself shall not be defended. 
							 – Raplh Waldo Emerson 
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							sahodar - Equality for men  
							Join World’s Biggest Men’s Forum 
							Sahodar was conceived of as an organization that would work to facilitate development activities in both the general population and those sections of society which, if given adequate attention, are sure to yield rich dividends in the cause of inclusion of all sections in the mainstream.  
							 
							Join Sahodar
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							 India's Sons - a Documentary Movie 
							tale of false rape case survivors 
							The film brings out voices that matter, facts that are shocking and tales that are moving. The documentary aims to bring to the fore an issue that poses a big threat to sanctity and strength of the rape laws. 
							 
							 
							 
							Watch Now
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                                ABOUT Me
                                Why You Need The Top 
 Counselor.
                            

                                                        Legal Consultant with almost Fifteen Years exposure in various courts of India as a litigant and then as an activist. Apart from that, I have counselled people suffering from the misuse of Matrimonial, rape, 498a laws in India. I have handled pre-litigation briefs for effective diffusion of problems. Rich experience in drafting petitions, replies, contract and mediation.
                            
                                
                                    
                                    
                                        
                                                                                        
                                                

                                                if you don’t fight for what you want, don’t cry for what you’ve lost. 
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							In any problem, one must watch his own responses to the events. Someone said, in the face of any adversity, ‘depend on your own arms’. The meaning of the same was not too literal. What the wise sage meant was that in the face of adversity, a man is mostly on his own. He aided by his intellect, experience, wisdom, intuition uses all available resources to come out of it. A man, facing danger from another advancing hostile man or animal, whom he can not escape, has no other option but to fight back, he has to use every and any object available to him as a weapon. Why some men fail to fight back vigorously is because, some are too frightened that they overestimate the power of other being and act too defensively. Some get overconfident, thereby underestimating the enemy. Some get too caught up in the movements of the other being that they loose precious time to build their own defence. To be able to build your own defence tactfully it important to hire a specialised 498A lawyer to help you deal with the same.
Undoubtedly, most of the victims of false gender-biased laws are the lot, who have always thought that women are harassed a lot, till they are hit by a section of law loaded in favor of women. In such a scenario, one is full of confusion, anger, impatience, and fear. One is confused, because, no one around you is wiser than you. The realism in the initial days is sadly missing. This website attempts to clear some confusion about various sections of Indian Penal Code, which are commonly misused. It is but an amateurish attempt to provide one with a basic understanding of the law is commonly used language, also I have tried to include the judgments from various High Courts and Supreme Court favoring men, there are templates to help people fight their cases. The cases related to 498A is grevious offense and needs to taken care by a 498A lawyer who has in-depth knowledge about this particular section of 498-A. Such cases are to be dealt by a 498A lawyer. 
The motive of this website is not to write a thesis on 498-A, Maintenance, Domestic Violence, False Rape, Molestation and its companions. Nor is this website a panacea for this menace which hits more than 2,00,000 men and their families every year. The real battle is on the table only. It is only in the court room that the battle has to be fought. But, by this website, the maker wants to give you a brief over-view of various IPC Sections and other legal cases attached with it, which may hit any man. The section 498A is dangerous as it is a grevious and a very serious offense and can also be misused by the woman for her own benefit and in order to deal with it smartly one needs to hire a professional who deals in such cases a 498A lawyer is best fit for such grave cases. For the grevious matter of 498A one should let 498A lawyer helps one deal with the susceptible matters related in family law and how to deal with it tactfully.
						

				

					

		

							

		
				
						
					
			
								
				
					
        
        
            
                
                
                    
                                                
                        
                            
                            
                                Shonee Kapoor
                                Why this website?
                            

                        

                                                
                                                
                        
                            The site is a work in progress and all efforts are being taken to provide relevant and updated information. However, it is strongly urged that you use the information after due deliberation with a 498A Lawyers of your choice. The owner of this site does not take any responsibility for any loss or damage suffered by the user of this site.
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                                            Whoever, being the husband or the relative of the husband of a woman, subjects such woman to cruelty shall be punished with imprisonment for a term which may extend to three years and shall also be liable to fine



For the purpose of this section, “cruelty” means— 


(a) any wilful conduct which is of such a nature as is likely to drive the woman to commit suicide or to cause grave injury or danger to life, limb or health (whether mental or physical) of the woman

(b) harassment of the woman where such harassment is with a view to coercing her or any person related to her to meet any unlawful demand for any property or valuable security or is on account of failure by her or any person related to her to meet such demand.
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                                                                        Parul Aggarwal

                                    

                                

                            

                            Shonee brings his professional astuteness with uncanny ability to quickly and accurately understand the essence of narration/problem of the client….. laying down pragmatic approaches/solutions/options ….. in times of crisis this ...
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                                                                        Prashant Gawai

                                    

                                

                            

                            Hello Shonee sir, I just want to thank you :-). I have battled usual fake matrimonial cases and your comments, suggestions and feedback on various forums to various people really ...
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                                                                        Sandeep Taneja

                                    

                                

                            

                            The crystal clear advise and no-nonsense approach of Mr. Shonee Kapoor has helped me quite a lot in my fight against my ex-wife and her family. Not only has he ...
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                                                                        PV Subba Reddy

                                    

                                

                            

                            I met Shoneeji during a men’s right meeting and he gave me a patient hearing. Even though I am not from Delhi, he kept guiding me on email and phone ...
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                                                                        Virender Stokes

                                    

                                

                            

                            The quality of advice of Mr. Shonee Kapoor is unmatched in matrimonial cases. His advice to me on Perjury has helped me close my case on my own terms. I ...
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                                                                        Harish Kumar

                                    

                                

                            

                            Sahodar meetings are the most important & result oriented for the people who are trapped into these Gender Baised Laws. Guidance and advice of Respected Shonee Kapoor sir is truly ...
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                                                Due Diligence

                                                Legal due diligence is a broad form of investigation into a business that includes a ... 
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                                                Legal Vetting

                                                It’s been known for decades that never get into a contract, agreement or any other ... 
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                                                Preparation of Arguments

                                                Preparation of Arguments The word argument is commonly used for a heated debate, quarrelling through ... 
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                                                Case Law research

                                                Case Law Research is a major aspect of the Indian Legal System and involves the ... 
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                                                Drafting

                                                Drafting is the process of creating documents containing detailed information and instructions that someone should ... 
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                                                Legal Consultancy

                                                Finding the practical legal consultancy is the need of the hour not only to save ... 
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                    	Need more information?

                        Please email us and my support staff will contact you back
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